1. **Entry Codes for the subjects?**

   Home Economics: Child Development  4290  
   Food and Nutrition  4300  
   Textiles  4310

2. **When will we have the Controlled Assessments / briefs for Unit 2 task 2 (Unit 2 child development)**

   They are published in the specifications; we no longer send them to the schools in January.

   From September 2011 live briefs will be highlighted on the web page

3. **When should Controlled Assessment Tasks be completed?**

   Again up to the centre but remember all CA samples and marks have to be with the moderator by May 5th, 2011 and some of the examinations are early: May 17th Food and Nutrition, Child Development June 10th, and Textiles June 22nd. Hence I would recommend everything is finished mid-March to allow adequate time for candidates to have structured revision and opportunity to complete sample questions / past papers

4. **Are coloured photos required of the dishes / outcomes made – Child Development / Food and Nutrition**

   Photographs are essential to justify the marks awarded for the practical section of each CA, but black and white may be submitted to reduce costs. The size of the photographs is also up to the centre as long as they are not too small to be seen!

5. **Does it matter if candidates go over the recommended page allowances/ time allocation?**

   Yes, the page and time constraints are essential and must be adhered to within CA’s to ensure consistency between centres. Moderators will bring this the attention of their team leader, the Chief examiner and SO who will make a decision on which action is to be taken and the moderators report to the centre will mention that the regulations were not adhered to.

6. **How do I know what samples to submit?**

   All information is available in the ‘Instructions for the administration and conduct of the examinations in Home Economics/Hospitality and Catering’ (i.e. the Pink Booklet) which may be downloaded off the web site.
Please remember additional samples must be available if requested and sent out by return of post.

7. When will we know who our moderators are?

The name and address of the moderator for your centre will be available via the secure web site in February.

8. What examination papers are available for revision????

New Specification Specimen papers and mark schemes are on the open web site.

Legacy specification Home Economics papers may also be used but just take care as the new papers have some slight differences, or question types that were not used previously. This is to accommodate for a paper spanning the grades A*- G.

Eg. (i) Filling in the gap type questions

(ii) “Underline the correct end” of a sentence type questions

(iii) True or false type questions.

9. Where do I find the grade boundaries for the units?

They are published in the specifications, remember the specification is unitised and all grades are worked out using UMS and Raw scores.

10. New centre what do I need to do?

Download the specification, specimen assessment materials, and CPD resources off the web site.

Check your centre is registered with WJEC.

Start delivering the course.

Candidates will need to be entered via your examinations officer as soon as you require them to submit units for accreditation.